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Reason 

 
This document serves as a substitute for an ICO white paper. The ICO has now begun and 
holders in previous issuances have requested some type of guidance document on the future 
of PornToken (now on PornTokenV2) in the purpose of clarification about the future of the 
crypto-currency. 

 
 

Abstract 
 

The first issuance of PornToken in September 2017 was a major success with many buyers in 
both the ICO and the CoinExchange.io listing for BTC and ETH trading. It was so much a success 
that it was almost completely purchased and distributed to private buyers and also to other 
major exchanges. Since that time we have published hundreds of HD quality adult films on 
x.porntoken.io and created 2 full length independent films, namely: “Model Mayhem the 
Movie”, and “HW, Bad Boy of Hollywood”. Due to the monetization aspect of PornToken and 
the fact that we are located in Los Angeles, California which has the largest concentration of 
Adult Book and DVD/Blu-ray stores in the world, we made purchases of Media Duplication 
manufacturing equipment including a Vinpower SharkBluCP mass duplication machine for Blu-
ray DVD with commercial grade copy protection for both Blu-ray discs and DVDs to protect 
our films from being stolen. We’ve also purchased a Primera 4201 for professional on-disc 
printing as well as a new Laser printer for inserts, cases, and other manufacturing equipment.  
We have established advertising partnerships with TrafficJunky which is the Canadian agency 
behind PornHub to make sure we can quickly remove any unauthorized PornToken content 
from sharing sites when it’s detected.  
We have opened an Amazon seller account to sell our DVDs and Blu-rays online as well with 
Pitney-Bowes shipping fulfillment hardware. 
To reach out to the hundreds of Adult Book stores in the Los Angeles area and to stock their 
shelves with our DVDs and Blu-ray discs, we need to ramp up media duplication and 
manufacturing. We need to do this now with the release of our newest full-length feature. 
 
Information about PornTokenV2 can currently be found here at: 
https://www.porntoken.io/porntokenv2-crowdsale-live/ 

https://www.porntoken.io/porntokenv2-crowdsale-live/
https://www.porntoken.io/porntokenv2-crowdsale-live/


 

PornTokenV2 Visualizations 
Brief visuals depicting images of the abstraction 

 
 

 
 
 

 



 



PornTokenV2 Crowdsale 
Short term funding 

goal 
Term – January 4th 
through March 6th 

 
  

The new PornTokenV2 Crowdsale is on. We used the funds from the first Crowdsale to produce 
no less than 2 original DVDs and 2 original Bluray discs as well as an online catalog with 
hundreds of titles to choose from in HD quality. Our last title based on Harvey Weinstein's 
misgivings in Hollywood includes names like Penthouse Pet Misty Stone as well as world 
renowned adult performer Kat Dior who is very much in demand right now and hard to book. 

View the new Token Tracker on EtherScan: 0x5512e1d6a7be424b4323126b4f9e86d023f95764 

To purchase Send Ether to the PornTokenV2Crowdsale contract: 
0x25c08bb7aa204d221288d9739899f4edf96f5fba 

Use at least 100,000 units of Gwei for Gas on the transaction 

Tokens are instantly sent back via the Ethereum Crowdsale contract 

1 PTWO = 0.00001337 ETH 

747,943,160 PTWO available for the Crowdsale. 

1B Total Supply 

This funds our DVD and Blu-ray disc manufacturing, to employ more workers to expand 
manufacturing for PornToken films as well as from partners to Adult Bookstores in Los Angeles 
and the USA 

Please check our Twitter feed for more information. 

And please remember, we don't hire or 1099 outside the USA. You are hiring real industry people 
in the San Fernando Valley, California when you buy our tokens, unlike our competitors. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

https://etherscan.io/token/0x5512e1d6a7be424b4323126b4f9e86d023f95764
https://etherscan.io/address/0x25c08bb7aa204d221288d9739899f4edf96f5fba
https://twitter.com/porntoken


PornTokenV2 Milestone 1 
Ongoing Goal 

Term – For the foreseeable future 
 
 

• To continue to grow the PornToken physical media business by producing more adult 
movies with more well-known actresses and selecting even more eye-popping Enquirer 
style topics to use as the plot of the movies to get better search rankings.  

• To do weekly sales visits to the vast number of Adult Book stores in the Los Angeles area 
to get them buying our DVDs and Blu-ray discs and to keep their shelves amply stocked 
with our products. 

• To set-up and maintain a DVD and Blu-ray manufacturing office complete with local 
minimum wage and or 1099 contract employees from Los Angeles so we have complete 
control over inventory, orders and manufacturing to qualify our sales. 

 
 

PornTokenV2 Milestone 2 
Short Term Goal 

Term – Immediately after the Crowdsale 
 
 

We will immediately submit requests to list PornTokenV2 on CoinExchange.io where PornToken 
V1 is currently listed against BTC and ETH. We will also revisit all other exchanges where 
PornToken (PT) was refused because it only has 2 characters in its symbol. Note that 
PornTokenV2 is PTWO and has the necessary 3 or more symbols to list on exchanges like 
Bittrex. 
A major goal of PornTokenV2 was to correct the Solidity contract from the original PornToken 
including a dedicated crowd sale contract and to fix the security and code issues with the 
original token. These fixes will greatly increase the chances of PornTokenV2 being quickly listed 
on exchanges unlike its predecessor



 
 

Summary 
 

While this document is short, it encapsulates the goals of the PornTokenV2 project as a 
briefing. Any and all goals of the project are stated in this document, and future documents 
may become available as we discover more opportunities. 
Please note the version of this document when viewing it and any subsequent documents 
describing PornTokenV2 milestones. 
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